
Replace

Is the fault in the components that perform any physical action?

Is the faulty component part of the mechanism's body? Is the fault in components that move?

Is the faulty component in the fuel system? Is the faulty component in the structure of the mechanism? Is the fault in the mechanisms controls? Is the fault in components that make the mechanism move?

Is the damaged component necessary for full functionality? Is the fault in the fuel filtration system? Does the damaged component provide protection? Does the fault appear in components that provide rigidity to the mechanism? Is the faulty component responsible for visual data acquisition? Is the fault in the components responsible for sending signals? Does the damaged component need to be replaced before deployment? Is the faulty component designed to move the mechanism around?

Is the damaged component necessary for waste removal? Is the damaged component comprised of multiple parts? Is the fault in the components responsible for transporting the fuel? Is the fault in the fuel filtration components? Does the component serve any other purpose than protection? Is the surrounding structure damaged? Is the faulty component responsible for supporting other components? Can the faulty component be removed from the mechanism? Is the faulty component used for sensing the location of objects? Is the faulty component only a part of the optics system? Does the faulty component control any other functions in the mechanism? Is the fault only limited to non sensory components? Can the replaced component be removed? 59 Is the faulty component needed for stability? Is the faulty component a joint?

23 20 112 Can the faulty component be replaced without an external energy resource?

14 50

Is the fault in fuel pump or similar component? 80 Is the fault in fuel storage? Is the fault in the components responsible for removing fuel consumption by products?

8 Are there multiple resources needed to replace the faulty component? 43 92 Is removal of the damaged section possible? Can other parts of the mechanism be used to minimize the effect of the fault?

5 90 Can other parts of the mechanism be used to minimize the effect of the fault? 21 Is any debris cleared from the damaged area? 62 72 88

Is there a trigger event to begin the replacement of the component? 85

Are there any external resources that can be used by the damaged component? 25

29 81

79 82 91 95 98 101 102 104 38

Can the adaptation occur at any time after failure? Are there any external resources that can be used by the mechanism? Is the adaptation internal? 39

Can the adaptation occur in different areas of the mechanism? 18 45 Does the healing change the characteristics of the system? Can the environment be used to affect the adaptation process? 40 61

51 24 113 71 53 50

Does the faulty component provide filtration? Is the fault in critical components of the mechanism? Is the fault in load bearing components? 16

56 46 Does the faulty component control other parts of the mechanism? Is the system completely destroyed? Do multiple versions of the components exist for the faulty component? 58

116 Are there several internal resources that can be used by the mechanism? Can the mechanism continue to function until the component is replaced? Does only one of these components need to be replaced?Does the healing change the characteristics of the system? 17 112

Are there any external resources that can be used by the mechanism? 30 Do debris need to be cleared from the damaged area? 83 93 111 31 Can the mechanism have multiple extra parts to replace the faulty mechanism in case of several failures? 118

86 107

123 52

66 89 27 28

Is the faulty component responsible for sound reception? Is the faulty component rigid? Does the faulty component focus the sensory data? 37

Is the faulty component responsible for decoding information? Is the fault in critical components of the mechanism? Is the faulty component used for protection? Is the fault in critical components of the mechanism?

115 68 54 114 26 40

Is the faulty component responsible for decoding information? Is the component only partially damaged?

73 97 7664 52 19 44 87

Does the fault effect all components responsible for transmitting sensory data? 48 121 75 96 Does the adaptation need to occur before deployment?

3 Can the faulty component be replaced regardless of its location in the mechanism?

13 25

Is the fault comprised of several faults across the damaged component? Can the replaced component be removed?

119 34 70 78

4 36 Does the faulty component manipulate smaller objects? Does the faulty component manipulate smaller objects? Is the faulty component needed for stability? 94 120

Are there any external resources that can be used by the mechanism? Does the surrounding environment affect the process of regeneration? Is the faulty component rigid? Does any material need to be removed after regeneration? Do the characteristics of the system change after regeneration? Does any material need to be removed after regeneration?

Are there any external resources that can be used by the mechanism? Does any material need to be removed after regeneration?Does the adaptation continue after replacing the faulty component? 77 Are there any external resources that can be used by the mechanism? 42 60 55 63 1 99 33

Do the dimensions of the replaced component change after regeneration? 11 103 68Does any material need to be removed before the adaptation takes place? 60

7 100 9 95

Does any material need to be cleared during the regeneration process? 12

Does the adaptation occur in stages? Does any debris need to be cleared before regeneration?

41 49 15 104 105

109 2
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